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During the
t
auspiciious festivaal season of Sharad
dia Durga Puja and
Muharram
m just afteer it, Bulleetin of the Associatio
on of Mach
hines and
Mechanissms (AMM) with the voolume 7, isssue No. 4, O
October 2015 is being
published
d. I heartily
y wish you tthe best in this festivee season. Drr. Shital S.
Chiddarw
war (Zonal Vice
V Presideent‐ West) aand her team
m of researrchers and
students have extended activee support to bring out this issu
ue. Dr. G.
Sarvana Kumar, Seccretary AM
MM, Dr. C. A
Amarnath, President A
AMM and
other offfice bearers of AMM haave also givven backgro
ound support for this
issue.
hital S. Chiiddarwar h
has written a technicaal note abou
ut “Robot
Dr. Sh
Programming by Deemonstratioon” that con
nsists of som
me of her experience
in this area. I thank
k her to coo‐edit this iissue and ffor writing this note
instead of
o a formal editorial
e
to b
benefit perssons interessted in robo
otics.
Two contributeed articles are inclu
uded in th
his issue. “Robotics
otic and Proosthetic Deevices‐ New
w Research D
Direction”
Applicatiion in Ortho
explains about the application
a
of roboticss for rehab
bilitation. Th
his article
makes so
ome overvieew and then
n lists somee works don
ne at Indian
n Institute
of Engin
neering, Science and Technologgy, Shibpurr, Howrah.. Prof. S.
Bhaumik
k and his team
t
of sttudents havve outlined
d research activities
conducteed related to
t robotics prostheticc and ortho
otic device including
developm
ment of an active
a
anklee for transttibial amputtees driven by user’s
EMG sign
nal. The oth
her article, ““Design of A
Articulated Arm Mech
hanism for
Operation of Rotatin
ng Valves” iss the contrib
bution of Ad
ditya Deole and Vijay
Kulwant, students of
o the Deparrtment of M
Mechanical E
Engineeringg of VNIT,
Nagpur. The Editorr‐in‐Chief ssincerely accknowledgees the role of office
a Editoriaal Board meembers for reviewing ttechnical arrticles and
bearers and
briefs. Reeview comm
ments were utilised to revise the articles forr inclusion
in the bulletin.
AMM members are
a requestted to contrribute articlles and send
d same to
the edito
orial team for Januarry 2016 isssue. Consttructive suggestions,
commentts for impro
ovement in the Bulletin
n of the AMM
M are most welcome.
On behallf of the Ed
ditorial Teaam of the B
Bulletin of AMM, I exxpress my
sincere gratitude
g
to
owards all concerned for their ssupport, wishes and
suggestio
ons for bringging out of tthis Bulletin
n.
I reiterate that active mem
mbers of th
he AMM maay think wh
hether an
AMM can be thought of in near future to
International Journaal of the A
promote the Machin
nes and Mecchanisms co
ommunity fu
urther.
Wish you all Hap
ppy Seasonss Greetings!
Prof. San
ntanu Das
Editor––in–Chief

From the Zonal Vice President (West)
Robot Programming by Demonstration
The programming of robot systems is a difficult, skilled and time consuming task. The
simplification of the programming methods and development of alternative programming
approaches has been an area of research in last few decades. Robot Learning from
Demonstration (LfD) or Robot Programming by Demonstration (PbD) (also known
as Imitation Learning) is a technique evolved to enable robots to autonomously perform
new tasks. Unlike conventional ways of programming, in this technique, LfD – PbD derives
an appropriate robot controller from observations of a human's own performance. The
main aim of LfD‐PbD is to make robot adaptive to novel situation without relying on
programming skills of the user. The problems faced by LfD‐PbD are similar to real life
situations when one has to select a school of thought. The questions like, What to imitate?
How to imitate? When to imitate? Whom to imitate? are of major concern. However,
researchers have tried to give an appropriate answer to first two questions but later two
have subjective solutions and hence solutions cannot be generalized. What to imitate
relates to the problem of determining which aspects of the demonstration should be
imitated. In another words, it’s a notion of affordance learning. To answer these issues,
statistical methods, kinematic models and constraints are used to filter out the information
not necessary for robot programming and can be safely ignored. Hence, answer to first
question is a goal driven programming than simple point to point imitation. The vital
aspect in determining relevant and irrelevant information is understanding the metric used
for evaluation of behaviour of robot. How to imitate comprises of determining how the
robot will actually execute the learned skill in order to successfully complete the desired
task. Usually due to differences in the physical epitome of the human and robot, the robot
cannot act in a same way as the human does.
A fundamental problem is to create an appropriate mapping between actions of the two
embodiments to achieve the desired effect by the imitator. This issue is closely related to
the Correspondence Problem. In literature, methods like synergy approach, configuration
space mapping, rule based methods like fuzzy logic, probabilistic methods like hidden
Markov model with Gaussian mixture model, hidden semi Markov model, artificial neural
network are being reported. These methods ensure that the robot learns skills from the
demonstration and not just the task. The reliability of information gathered and
transmitted is highly dependent on the interface used to provide demonstrations. The
commonly used interfaces are
A) Directly recording human motions
B) Kinesthetic teaching and
C) Immersive teleoperation scenarios.
The information thus gathered needs to be encoded for robot programming. Two types of
approaches are used:
a) a low‐level representation of the skill, taking the form of a non‐linear mapping
between sensory and motor information, and

b) a high‐level representation of the skill that decomposes the skill in a sequence of
action‐perception units.
With these methods available in practice, imitation learning for humanoids, industrial
robots, mobile robots and other hobby robots is successfully demonstrated by various
researchers. However, with advent of this technology, new questions are posed every now
and then. Generally, work in LfD‐PbD assumes a fixed robot control policy to learn
appropriate parameters. To generalize the usage of technique, it should be capable to select
the most appropriate control policy like human. Furthermore, there are no protocols
reported to determine when it is best to switch between the various learning modes
available. The approaches developed till now consider that the teaching is usually done by
a single teacher, or teachers with the clear understanding of the task to teach. More work
need to be done to answer the questions related to conflicting demonstrations by different
teachers with different styles. Similarly, teachers are usually human beings, but could
instead be an arbitrary expert agent like an intelligent robot, computer simulation or an
animal. From continuous efforts of researchers worldwide, it is evident that the improvised
LfD or PbD approaches will be developed soon to accommodate few of these issues to give
an intuitive, robust and generalized approach to teach robots.
Dr. Shital S. Chiddarwar
Zonal Vice President (West)

About the Association of Machines and Mechanisms (AMM)
The AMM headquarter is currently located at the Department of Engineering Design, IIT
Madras. A new set of office bearers have taken charge of the affairs of AMM. AMM invites both
individual and corporate membership from Indian academia, research organizations and industry.
Membership benefits and other information about AMM are available at www.ammindia.org.
The body of Zonal Vice Presidents (ZVPs) is active over the past several years with
representations from the four corners of the country. They are playing the role of nodal agencies
so as to decentralise the AMM official activities and to organise workshops under the aegis of
AMM to popularise the mechanism science in their respective regions. They also form the
editorial team of this news bulletin. AMM invites contributory articles from its members and
others working in the various fields of mechanisms science for this quarterly news bulletin.
Interested people can contact the editorial team.

Office Bearers of the AMM:
Prof. C. Amarnath (President)
Retired Professor,
Department of Mechanical Engineering,
Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay,
Powai, Mumbai 400076, INDIA

Dr. G. Saravana Kumar (Secretary)
Department of Engineering Design,
Indian Institute of Technology, Madras,
Chennai 600036, INDIA.

Phone: + 91 80 2368 2151
Email: president@ammindia.org

Phone: + 91 (44) 2257 4736
Email: secretary@ammindia.org
Web: http://ed.iitm.ac.in/~gsaravana

Prof. Ashitava Ghosal (Vice President)
Department of Mechanical Engineering,
Indian Institute of Science,
Bangalore 560 012, INDIA.

Dr. Palaniappan Ramu (Treasurer)
Department of Engineering Design,
Indian Institute of Technology, Madras,
Chennai 600036, INDIA.

Phone: +91 80 2293 2956
Email: vicepresident@ammindia.org
Web:
http://www.mecheng.iisc.ernet.in/~asitava

Phone: + 91 (44) 2257 4738
Email: treasurer@ammindia.org
Web: http://ed.iitm.ac.in/~palramu

Editorial Team of the News Bulletin

Dr. Santanu Das (Editor-in-Chief, News Bulletin)
Professor and Head, Department of Mechanical Engineering
Kalyani Government Engineering College, Kalyani- 741235, West Bengal, INDIA
Phone: +91 9433956050
Email: sdas.me@gmail.com

Dr. Shankar Sehgal, (Zonal Vice
President [ZVP] North)
Assistant Professor,
Mechanical Engineering Department,
Room No. 102, Block 2, U.I.E.T., Sector-25
Panjab University, Chandigarh- 160 014.
INDIA
Phone: +91 95010 24161
E-mail: shankarsehgal@yahoo.com

Dr. Ranjit Kumar Barai, (ZVP, East)
Associate Professor,
Control System Laboratory,
Electrical Engineering Department,
Jadavpur University, Kolkata- 700 032,
INDIA
Phone: +91 (33) 24139270
Email: ranjit.k.barai@gmail.com

Dr. R. Ranganath, (ZVP, South)
Spacecraft Mechanisms Group,
ISRO Satellite Centre,
Bangalore-560017, INDIA

Dr. Shital S. Chiddarwar (ZVP, West)
Assistant Professor,
Dept of Mechanical Engineering
Visvesvaraya National Institute of
Technology, Nagpur, INDIA

Phone: +91 (80) 25082417
Email: rrrr@isac.gov.in

Phone: +91 9561050130
Email: shitalsc@mec.vnit.ac.in

Strive not to be a success, but rather
to be of value.
--- Albert Einstein

Notice of the General Body Meeting of AMM
NOTICE
Dear Members,
The General Body Meeting of the society is convened as per schedule below on the sidelines of
the iNaCoMM 2015 conference.
Date: 17th December, 2015
Time: 6.00 PM
Venue: IIT Kanpur, Kanpur- 560 012
Agenda: (Tentative)
 Welcome address by the President.
 Presentation of report by the Secretary.
 Presentation of statement of accounts by the Treasurer.
 Discussions / declarations on the next venue for iNaCoMM( December 2017) and IPRoMM
(December 2018).
Expression of interest is invited from interested institutions to host the above events. iNaCoMM
is held over three / four days. This includes a one day preconference workshop and rest of the
days for conference proceeding including keynote talks, paper / poster presentation and student
mechanism design contest. IPRoMM is held over two days. The event focuses on discussions
and paper presentation in the domain of industrial problems on machines and mechanism.
Prospective host can visit AMM website to know more about the events (past event archives,
reports etc.) and then send letter of expression of interest duly signed by head of the institution to
the Secretary, AMM by email / post so as to reach before 10th December 2015.
Based on the response there will be discussion and declaration of the host.





Conducting events like workshops, short term courses, Mechanism Olympiad etc. under the
aegis of AMM.
Promotion of SMDC and other student activities.
Office bearers and their tenure.
Any other matter with the permission of the Chair.

Kindly make it convenient to attend the meeting.
Best regards,
G Saravana Kumar
Secretary, AMM

About the International Federation for the Promotion of Mechanism
and Machine Science (IFToMM)
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Bodies of IFToMM
General Assembly
The General Assembly is the
supreme body of the
Federation and determines its
policy. It is composed of the
Chief Delegates of IFToMM
Members and members of the
Executive Council.
Executive Council
The Executive Council
manages the affairs of the
Federation between the
sessions of the General
Assembly. It is elected every
four years, meets annually, and
is composed of the President,
Vice- President, SecretaryGeneral, Treasurer, and six
ordinary members.
Commissions and
Committees
Each Permanent Commission
and Technical Committee is
composed of a Chairperson,
appointed by the Executive
Council, a Secretary and
members, nominated by the
Chairperson and appointed by
the Executive Council. A
Chairperson shall not serve for
more than two terms
consecutively. The general
goals for the work of the
Commissions and Committees
are aimed at promoting their
fields of interest by attracting
researchers and practitioners,
including young individuals, in
order to:
- define new directions in
research and development
within their technical areas;
- establish contacts between
researchers and engineers;
- initiate and develop bases and
procedures for
modern problems;
- promote the exchange of
information;
- organize national and
international symposia,
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conferences, summer schools,
and meetings.
Member Organizations
ARMENIA AUSTRALIA
AUSTRIA AZERBAIJAN
BELARUS BRAZIL
BULGARIA CANADA
CHINA-BEIJING
CHINA-TAIPEI
CROATIA CZECH
REPUBLIC
DENMARK EGYPT
FINLAND FRANCE
GEORGIA GERMANY
GREECE
HUNGARY
INDIA
ISRAEL
ITALY
JAPAN
KAZAKHSTAN KOREA
LITHUANIA MACEDONIA
MEXICO
NETHERLANDS
PERU
POLAND
PORTUGAL ROMANIA
RUSSIA
SERBIA
SINGAPORE SLOVAKIA
SLOVENIA SPAIN
SWITZERLAND TUNISIA
TURKEY
UKRAINE
UNITED KINGDOM USA
VIETNAM

Welcome to Taipei,
China-Taipei, venue of
the 14th IFToMM World
Congress, 25-30 October,
2015,
www.iftomm2015.tw
IFToMM supported
Conferences (selection)
Int. Symposium on
History of Machines and
Mechanisms (HMM)
Workshop on
Computational
Kinematics (CK)
Rotordynamics
Conference
CISM-IFToMM
Symposium on Robot

Design, Dynamics, and
Control (ROMANSY)
Mechanical Transmission
Applications (MeTrApp)
Symposium on Robotics
& Mechatronics (ISRM)
European Conf on
Mechanism Science
(EUCOMES)
Asian Conference on
MMS (ASIAN MMS)
Summer Schools
Conferences under
IFToMM patronage
(selection)
Local conferences of the
IFToMM Members
Symposium on Theory
and Practice of Robot and
Manipulators (SYROM)
IFToMM-FeIbIM Int.
Symposium on Multibody
Systems and
Mechatronics (MUSME)
Joining IFToMM
Member Organizations
gives the following
benefits:
international contacts for
potential developments of
joint projects;
reduced registration fees
for IFToMM
supported conferences;
participation and
contribution in IFToMM
activities and
publications;
flow of information on
IFToMM activities.
You are kindly invited
to join IFToMM and its
activities.

Contributed Article
A
Rob
botics App
plication in
i Orthottic and Prrosthetic DevicesD
N Reseearch
New
Direction
n
Oisheeee Majumdeer, Ananda Sankar Ku
undu and Subhasis
S
Bh
haumik*
Schhool of Mechaatronics and Robotics, Indiaan Institute of Engineering Science
S
& Tecchnology (IIE
EST),
Shhibpur, Howraah, West Benggal, India, Corrresponding author
a
email: *sbhaumik_besu@yahoo.coo.in

Rehabillitation robo
otics is a prromising an
nd emergingg field and recently muuch research works
are focuused in this direction duue to a highh socio econnomic impact these works generatee. Every
year theere is huge number of people repoorted sufferring from mobility
m
disoorder due too SCI or
amputattion. To theese people, mobility solution provided howeever is not sufficient. Orthotic
O
and proosthetic solu
utions are mostly
m
passivve and manuually controolled. Robotics technollogy can
greatly improve an
nd reshape thhe present day
d prosthettic orthotic devices.
h been innclusion off active jooints for
Recent advancement in rehhabilitation robotics has
pment of walking
w
patttern generaator based on user
prosthettic and orthotic devicces, develop
intentioon, human machine interface,
i
developing
d
efficient drive
d
technnologies forr active
control,, robust and failsafe control
c
algoorithm etc. The field itself is diverse and research
r
directioons are all dependent
d
o specific application
on
a
like which joint to conntrol upper limb or
lower liimb, level of
o amputatioon, nature of injury etc..
In the aarea of lower limb proosthesis, theere has beenn a great deeal of reseaarch for devveloping
robotic devices forr transtibial amputees. Prosthetic knee
k
and an
nkle joints has
h been deeveloped
which aare controllled by userr’s myoelecctric signal and there is active power generration at
joints. In orthoticc device, thhere has been
b
develoopment relaated to kn
nee joints for
f load
d
t for mediccal and miilitary purposes. Somee of the
augmenntation, exooskeleton development
recent ddevelopmennts in robotiics prosthetiic orthotic devices
d
are shown in Fig.1(a-b)
F
w
which
are
researchh works from across thhe globe of various
v
univversities.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

Fig.1a. View off some of thhe recent devvelopmentss in roboticss prosthetic orthotic devvices
2
IEEE, b) Nurse Robot
R
Suit © 2004 IEEE
E,c) WWH © 2005 IEE
EE,
[a)) ABLE © 2006
d) Low
wer-limb exxoskeleton by
b N. Tagliaamonte et all© 2013 IEE
EE, e) EXP
POS © 20066 IEEE,
f) Power asssist wear byy D. Sasakii © 2013 IEEE, g) Soft Exosuit © 2013 IEEE,
h) MIT
T Exoskeletton © 2007 World Scieentific]
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i)

j)
j

k)

l)

m)

n)

o)

p)

Fig.1b. View of some otheer recent devvelopments in roboticss prosthetic orthotic devvices
[i) ALEX II
I © 2013 IEEE, j) LOPES © 2011 Springer,
k Hip exosk
k)
keleton by C.
C Lewis et al.© 2011 E
Elsevier, l) TUPLEE © 2008 IEEE
E,
m) MIT knee exoskeleton
e
n © 2008 IE
EEE,
n) Ankle–foot
A
orthosis (A
AFO) by P. Kao
K et al. © 2010 Elsev
vier,
o) Stew
wart-platform
m-type AFO
O by H. Tak
kemura © 2012
2
IEEE, p) MIT AA
AFO © 20044 IEEE]
ST, Shibpuur, studentss are also conductingg research activities related
r
to robotics
At IIES
prosthettic and ortthotic devicce includin
ng developm
ment of ann active annkle for traanstibial
amputees driven byy user’s EM
MG signal. Robotic
R
Annkle has an adaptive coontroller forr surface
phic variatioons. Also work
w
is in progress
p
forr developmeent of activve lower
and antthropomorp
limb exxoskeleton for mobility regenerattion and ennhancementt purpose as outlined in Fig.2
throughh Fig.4. All the developpments incllude state of
o art technoology for beetter humann control
and adaaptability. A team of researcherss are also ddeveloping special weearable senssors and
efficiennt drive tech
hnology for better humaan machine interface an
nd control.

Fig.2. Seeries Elasticc Actuator

Fig.3. EM
MG acquisittion Unit
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Fig.4. Ankle
A
foot Prosthesis
P

Contributed Article
A
Design of Artticulated Arm
A
Mecchanism fo
for Operation of Ro
otating Valves
V
A
Aditya
Deolle1 and Vijaay Kulwan
nt2
Departm
ment of Mechan
nical Engineeering, Visvesw
waraya National Institute off Technology, Nagpur- 4400010, India
1
2
Email: aditya.158@gm
a
mail.com, vijjaykulwant@ggmail.com

A rotatiing valve is designed too be operateed by humaan hands, heere we havee proposed a robotic
hand foor operationn of the vaalve in unaavoidable ciircumstancees. The arm
m consists of three
degree of freedom
m linages forr movementt and one for
f orientation (Fig. 1).. The wrist has one
m and three under-actuaated fingerss are placed
d for adaptiive grippingg of any
degree of freedom
The arm linkkages are acctuated by encoded
e
DC
C motors off 120kgcm torque.
t
The arm has
object.T
two maajor linkages of length 60cm and 30cm and a rotating base.
b
These linkages prrovide a
full 3600 degree wo
orkspace. Thhe whole arrm has beenn mounted on
o an all-Terrain vehiclle which
uses roocker bogie mechanism
m (Fig. 2). The mechanism has been used in mars roovers by
NASA. The rockeer bogie meechanism keeps the chhassis comppletely stabble when traaversing
D motors. The mechaanism is
throughh a rocky teerrain. It usees six wheeels all actuaated using DC
also useeful in climbbing up-staiirs dependinng upon thee height of thhe wheel. The
g
grabbing
mechannism consissts of three fingers orriented at 120
1 degreess spacing between
b
eacch. This
orientattion is help
pful for graabbing circu
ular axiallyy symmetricc objects. While
W
holdding any
object oour finger transfers
t
itss motion frrom different joints suuccessively so based on
o same
conceptt we are tryying to deveelop a fingeer which coonsists of multiple
m
fourr bar linkagges such
that thee output of one
o is inputt to other. In
I this fingeer we will be
b using on
nly one servvo motor
which will
w be fixed
d at the craank of lowesst four bar linkage. Whhen first linnkage stops moving
the rem
maining mottion of mottor will be given to thhe next fouur bar linkaage and thuus using
successsive transmiission of motion
m
grippping will taakes place. Constraintss in the forrm of vsprings are provid
ded to transfer the mottion betweeen mechanisms of the finger. Wee started
mple finger with
w two fouur bar linkages, we anaalyzed this linkage
l
for function
f
with deesign of sim
a
of inpput the outp
put link sho
ould move by
b some
generation such thhat for givenn specific angle
T
the remaining mootion of mootor will bee transmittedd to next foour bar linkk. In this
angle. Then
two fouur bar linkk system thhere were two
t
contact point andd gripping was good but for
increasiing the gripping capaciity of fingerr there shouuld be more number of contact poiints with
object hhence increeasing the ffriction betw
ween them
m. For incrreasing the number off contact
points w
we tried to make
m
the finnger with th
hree four baar links and one fixed trriangular linnk at the
tip this prototype was observved to workked well. Soome rubberr padding can
c be usedd on this
o design a finger
f
with seven to
finger sso to increasse the gripping capacityy. Now we are trying to
eight foour bar linkkages so as to increaase its adapptability so that it can
n grab any contour
effectivvely.

Fig.1. M
Mobile Man
nipulator Fig.2.
F
Rocker Bogie Mechanism
M
Fig.3. 3D printed
p
mecchanism
nce
Referen
1) F. B
Barlas, “Deesign of a Mars
M Rover Suspension
S
m”.
Mechanism
2) H. Yang, L. Carlos,
C
V. Rojas, C. Xia,
X Q. Guuo, “Dynam
mic Rocker--Bogie: A Stability
S
Enhhancement for High-Speed Traversal”, IInternationaal Journal of Robotiics and
Auutomation, Vol.
V 3, No. 3,
3 2014, pp..212-220.
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Forthco
oming Events

28thh Internation
nal Conference on CAD
D/CAM, Rob
botics and Factories
F
of the
t Future 2016
2
6th – 8th January 2016

http:://www.cem
mkolaghat.oorg/cadcam
mconf

The Interrnational Society for Produ
uctivity Enhancement (ISPEE) and Collegee of Engg. & Management,
M
Kolaghat,
WB, India are proud to
t announce the
t 28th International Con
nference on CAD/CAM,
C
Rob
botics and Factories of
nizing committtee is calling all researcheers, engineers and scientistts around thee world to
the Future. The organ
contributte to the con
nference. Posster submissio
ons are also encouraged reporting
r
on work in proggress. Full
papers arre invited in, but
b not limited to, the follo
owing topics:
A. Prroduct Develo
opment and Su
ustainability
B. M
Modeling and Simulation
S
C. Au
utomation, Ro
obotics and Haandling System
ms
D. Su
upply Chain Management
M
a Logistics
and
E. Ad
dvanced Quality Systems To
ools and Quallity Management
F. Ad
dvanced Manu
ufacturing Pro
ocesses
G. Human Aspectss in Engineering Activities
H. Em
merging Scenaarios in Engineering Educattion and Train
ning
I. Sm
mart Factories
Conference procee
edings

Conferencce proceedingg will be pubblished by Springer througgh double bliind review prrocess as perr Springer
guideliness. Also a few
w selected andd best paperss will be agaiin published in several repputed journalls such as
Journal o
of Computatio
onal Design & Engineerin
ng (Elsevier),, Internation
nal Journal of Bio‐Mechatronics &
Biomedica
al Robotics (Indersciencee), Internatio
onal Journall Manufacturring Technollogy & Man
nagement
(Inderscieence), International Journa
al of Mechatro
onics, Electriccal and Comp
puter Technollogy (IJMEC), Universal
Scientific Organization,, Journal of Mechatronics
M
and
a Intelligen
nt Manufactu
uring (Nova sccience)
Keynote Speakers
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Chie
ef Guest
Prof.. Raj Gill, Midd
dlesex Universsity, UK
Tenttative Guest of
o Honour
Profe
essor Hrishi Bera,Colombia and South Ba
ank
University, UK
Tenttative Speake
ers
Profe
essor Chanan Syan, Univerrsity of West Indies
I
Profe
essor Andrew Yeh-Ching NEE, National
University, Singap
pore
B
Prasad, Technical
T
Dire
ector, Knowled
dge
Dr. Brian
Soluttions, Irvine, CA,
C USA
Prof.. Ashitava Gho
osal, IISc, Ban
ngalore
Prof.. Ashish Dutta
a, IITK

Ten
ntative Speakers
 Dr. D. N. Bad
dodkar, BARC
C, Mumbai
P DRHR, BARC, Mumba
ai
 Dr. Prabir K Pal,
mar Saha, IITD
D
 Dr. Subir Kum
D
Mumbai
 Dr. Debanik Roy, BARC, DAE,
C, Thiruvanantthapuram
 Dr. Pradeep Kumar, VSSC

Confference Chair
ar Mandal
Proff Dipak Kuma
Colleege of Engineeering and Management,
M
Kolaaghat, P.O. KTPP
K
Townsh
hip,
Purb
ba Medinipurr, West Bengal- 721171
Emaail: dipkuma@
@yahoo.com,, dkm@cemk
k.ac.in

Forthcoming Events
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RecurD
Dyn, baseed on muulti-body dynamics,
d
is the CA
AE softwa
are for multi-physic
m
cs
solutionss. Starting
g with justt multi-bo
ody dynam
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